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MAIN THEME: POP RIGHT NOW 

POP RIGHT NOW 

As we witness the unprecedented 


destruction of public space through digital media, 

the embrace of art and popular culture has grown 


increasingly complicated-demanding' that its 

core contradictions be explored to unveil Pop's 


enigmatic and ambivalent nature, and to discover 

how its legacy plays out in contemporary practices. 


BETTINA FUNCKE 

MASSIMILIANO GiaNI 


and JOHN MILLER 

moderated by JOANNA FIDUCCIA 


with a postscript by BORIS GRaYS 

and artworks by DARREN BADER 
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MAIN THEME: POP RIGHT NOW 

JOANNA FIDUCCIA: I want to begin 
today by speculating on the title of this 
roundtable, "Pop Right Now." By virtue of 
addressing "right now," the topic seems to 

. suggest a notion of Pop untethered from 
its historical figures. To be "Pop," then, 
becomes something akin to being "hip"-a 
value that lives and dies in its moment, and 
that is, moreover, non-genealogical. "Pop 
right now" looks to be less about a legible 
legacy of Pop art than about a set of tactics 
or maybe attitudes. I wonder how the title 
"Pop Right Now" struck you. For instance, 
Bettina, you have an investment in seeing 
how some of Pop's core contradictions and 
aporia play out in contemporary practices, 
whereas John, many of your works engage 
commodity and taste in ways related to 
Pop operations, and Massimiliano, as a 
curator in a contemporary institution, you 
are perhaps living out certain ramifications 
of Pop on art's relationship to the public 
sphere today. 

JOHN MILLER: I think Pop is always obli
gated to represent itself in the present, but I 
would always look for historical underpin
nings that are repressed or denied by a pop 
consciousness. Pop as a public sensibility is 
paradoxical today, because we're witnessing 
the unprecedented destruction of public 
space through digital media. Even passing 
moments that used to be idle time or, oddly 
enough, public time, are being instrumen
talized and capitalized. As a result, there's 
a subliminal aspect to Pop now. 

MASSIMILIANO GIONI: As a curator, I 
must say that I am not really sure if insti
tutions and museums are pop; maybe they 
are popular or concerned with the public, 
but does that make them pop? The fact 
that institutions are trying to have a larger 
public doesn't make them pop; it maybe 
makes them populist, though. To me, pop 
means embracing whatever is trivial and 
common, but in that embrace, something 
happens to both the commodity and the 
art, something that makes both more 
ambiguous. To me, the whole enigma of 
pop is how to embrace popular culture
how to be popular-and yet remain critical 
by maintaining a perverse relationship 
to popular culture. It's an embrace of the 
obvious that makes the obvious much more 
complex, and that makes the subject of that 
embrace more complex as well. 

BETTINA FUNCKE: Pop art is really a hi
storical term, and somehow, the way we're 
using Pop also sounds historical to me. 
Pop art engaged with pop or the popular in 
such a different situation than ours today. 

The complexities of artists looking at po
pular culture were so much more innocent 
and easy to grasp. Digitization and the 
advancement of technology complicated 
the relationship of pop and art. Contem
porary art is more popular than ever, and 
at the same time, as you said, John, public 
spaces are shrinking. I wonder if Pop then 
is always contemporary, or is it something 
that had a historical moment that we're 
now looking back upon? 

MG: Perhaps it's just a matter of categori
zation and definition. For example, for me, 
Pop is something that art does to popular 
culture. But the question that follows from 
that is: when art appropriates popular 
culture, does it appropriate it in a critical 
way? A very important element of the pop 
sensibility-in Jeff Koons, for instance, or 
in Warhol before him-is the ambiguity of 
the pop attitude. The most interesting Pop 
art has questioned the clarity of criticism: 
it has refused to take a clear-cut position 
in favor or against popular culture. You 
can say that Warhol is embracing popu
lar culture, but you can also say that he's 
criticizing it. The same can be said about 
Koons, but can it be said about Murakami? 
That, for me, is where the problem and the 
beauty of Pop reside. 

BF: I was trying to think of "pop right 
now," and some very different things came 
to mind-for example, how pop could also 
be threatening. Ai Wei Wei, because he has 
become pop, could even become an enemy 
of the state. And then, there's a Warhol 
monument that Rob Pruitt just put up in 
Union Square. It's a life-size Andy Warhol 
standing there with a Bloomingdale's shop
ping bag, and it has a shiny silver surface 
that we know from Jeff Koons. At first I wa
sn't into the sculpture at all, but then I kept 
going back to it-and there are always a 
bunch of people around it, talking about it, 
touching it, taking pictures. I figured, this 
is pop, and it's really good at being pop. A 
third example is the John Knight show at 
Greene Naftali, called "Autotype." Besides 
a huge print of the word "Autotype" in the 
otherwise empty gallery, the exhibition is 
porcelain plates hanging on the walls. They 
look Constructivist, but really, each plate is 
the outline of additions and extensions that 
museums are planning or have planned 
recently. The existing museum structure 
has been omitted, and so you only see 
this floating addition as an outline. It's 
anti-pop, in fact-or it shows how un-pop 
the very popular museum is, because it's 
missing its center. 
JM: I like the distinction that the British 
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critic George Melly drew between pop and 
popular in his book Revolt Into Style, where 
he discussed pop as a rupture with the po
pular, because pop wasn't concerned with 
any kind of idealism. In his terms, it was 
motivated largely by material envy and by 
the desire to get ahead, to enjoy some kind 
of luxury. It's interesting to see when it 
does come back around to a more idealistic 
political agenda; in the case of Ai Wei Wei, 
it seems to go back to the popular. 

JF: I agree that there was an anti-utopian 
impulse to Pop proper, but also agree with 
Massimiliano's characterization of Pop 
as fundamentally ambivalent with regard 
to impulses, and in particular, to its own 
critical potential. Given that institutional 
critique is now rapidly absorbed by the 
institution and by the frameworks that are 
its target, I wonder if Pop returns today 
because of the power of this ambiguity. 
That is, because this ambiguity provides 
resistance to this absorption ... 

MG: I think what we have today is a situa
tion in which Pop is readily absorbed, and 
perhaps too readily absorbed, and maybe 
for all the wrong reasons. Is it okay to love 
a Jeff Koons piece and a Murakami piece 
just because they are popular? Or is it also 
about understanding what they are saying 
about commodity, our economy, and so on? 
Warhol and Lichtenstein had an element 
of friction in their works: when a movie 
lasts 8 hours, it's not so easily assimilated; 
when a picture from a comic book becomes 
a painting, no matter how playful it might 
seem, it is still a major violation of the 
accepted values of high art. Now it seems, 
in the name of Pop, we just accept anything 
that makes us feel good. Koons is most 
interesting and problematic in his refusal 
of "criticality," to quote from his famous 
ad inserts. He takes the end of criticali ty to 
an extent that becomes very problematic, at 
times almost clinical. His desire to be liked 
is somehow disturbing-and that can be a 
form of friction, too, I guess. 

BF: What do you think happened betwe
en Koons and art today? Did Pop lose its 
ambiguity and therefore the interest of 
younger artists? 

MG: Yes, I think you can see it in the 
trajectory of Koons himself, from the 
ambiguity and perversion of his position 
toward popular culture, to a place where 
the affirmation is so full and complete that 
I don't know anymore if it is fair to talk 
about Pop or if we are just in the realm of 
pure entertainment. Pop, to my mind, is 



--- - - - - -----

our contemporary equivalent to Classicism: 
Classicism played with antiquity; it assi
milated antiquity and played with perfec
tion. But the perfection of Classicism was 
always-how can I put it?-trembling. It 
was unstable; its interpretation of antiquity 
was alive and moving-think of Raphael 
or Michelangelo. It was never a formula. 
When Classicism becomes too perfect, then 
it becomes stale and turns into the more 
sterile Neo-classicism, into academicism. 
Something similar happens to Pop: you can 
embrace popular culture, but there should 
be some sense of a trembling instability, 
some sense of indecision, some sense of 
complexity. I have to look at the image and 
think, "Is this for rea!?" When I don't ask 
that question, and when it's just for real, 
then I think we are in a different realm, 
which is maybe the realm of entertainment. 

BF: I've been trying to counter the feeling 
that all difference has been lost between 
high and low. In my book Pop and Populus, . 
I wanted to redraw some of the distin
ctions, placing pop on the side of mass 
culture and the populace, as the people, on 
the side of high culture. Pop in this sense is 
popular culture; it's very powerful because 
everyone wants it, but it will be forgotten in 
a few years, or at least in a generation. On 
the other side, high culture tries to protect 
certain parts of knowledge-historical 
knowledge-as a reference point from 
which to negotiate larger contemporary 
questions. Artists working today are caught 
in the tension between popular culture and 
the history of art, and this is the space in 
which the most interesting work is made. 
Massimiliano, it almost sounded like you 
said our antiquity today is popular cultu
re. I have to pause and think about what 
that actually means. 

MG: I think it's interesting that your book 
was deSigned by Wade Guyton, whose 
work is very much focused on technology 
and particularly on everyday, available 
technology. Maybe we could go back to 
the question of technology as a defining 
element of Pop. 

JM: To look at Pop in a genealogical way, it 
starts with industrialization. Some of the 
first industrial products emulated things 
that the aristocracy and the royalty had, but 
since they weren't handcrafted, there was 
this element of "fakeness" to them. The de
sire for luxury becomes coupled to a guilty 
conscience that leads to one sort of moder
nist impulse: that ornamentation is corrupt 
and needs to be purged. If we think of 
Warhol as a dandy, we could equate him to 
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Beau Brummell, who was engaged in a kind 
ofclass warfare, waged by practicing greater 
standards of hygiene and grooming than 
the even aristocracy. The sensibility was 
moreover subliminal; the idea was that the 
tailoring would be so good that it wouldn't 
stand out. Jumping forward to now, I think 
that a similar duplication is going on that 
involves digital media; pop is occurring at a 
subliminal level that's practiced generically, 
not simply as an artistic discourse, partly 
because the means of production are so 
readily available. There's an ongoing flow of 
generic image production that carries a very 
uncanny charge. 

JF: This way of prodUcing looks very similar 
to a way of consuming today; both activities 
are processed through the same technolo
gical organs, where blogs and feeds become 
sites for both the consumption and the 
generation of more material. That makes me 
think about the distinction between high 
culture and mass culture, and where pop fits 
in. In the October issue on "High/Low"
almost exactly twenty years ago-Rosalind 
Krauss points to "pop culture" as a refusal 
of the Frankfurt School's "mass culture" 
and its corresponding notion of the lumpen 
masses, in favor of a vision of individuals 
who can express some kind of active, critical 
potential in the act of consuming-that is, 
who can produce in consuming. But again, 
Krauss wrote that twenty years ago. Is there 
still a distinction to be made between mass 
culture and pop culture today? 

MG: Personally, I don't think so much of 
mass culture anymore. I am afraid that, 
in a way, the audience has taken the place 
of mass culture, and this audience is an 
audience of individuals. "Customization" 
has transformed mass culture from one big 
thing-which maybe was only a fiction in 
the first place-to something in which in
dividual tastes are much more represented. 
The audience has also taken the place of the 
public-not just the public as the audience, 
but also the public as public space. 

JF: So what is the distinction between au
dience and public? 

MG: I think the audience tends to pay for 
the ticket. It seems like a Simplistic defini
tion, but the audience is intimately con
nected to a form of commerce. The word 
"public" comes with other associations that 
are perhaps more political, and more social, 
in nature. And coming from a country 
whose prime minister is Silvio Berlusconi, I 
think it's clear that we have mutated into an 
audience even on a political level. 
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BF: For me, I would not use the terms mass 
culture or popular culture in relation to 
the museum, even though the museum 
has become way more popular than it used 
to be. But if you compare the numbers of 
museum-goers to people who go to the 
movies or sports events, the numbers are so 
hugely different that suddenly, art doesn't 
really look like popular culture at all. 

JM: I think it depends how you look at it, 
though. To go back to the analogy between 
sports stadiums and museums, yes, there 
are many more sports fans, but then again, 
almost any time a city builds an arena, it 
takes a loss, whereas museums have become 
powerful engines of economic renewal. 

BF: I think about the museums being built 
in the Middle East, though, and I have a 
feeling it's more about an image than the 
actual economy. 

JM: Well, for example, the biennial has 
become the obligatory event of any gover
nment claiming to be a liberal democracy. 

MG: Unfortunately, I think that the obliga
tory event is now the art fair; every city that 
wants to be international now wants an art 
fair. Going back to what you were saying, 
I think that the museum and the audience 
are crucial elements of this transforma
tion-the popularization of art-but I don't 
think there is a museum that is really Pop 
in the sense of having the freshness and 
excess of the Pop image. Even the Guggen
heim Bilbao is still based on the idea of the 
museum as cathedral. 

JM: I think Jerome Sans and Nicolas Bou
rriaud tried, with the Palais de Tokyo, to 
make a leaner version of a pop museum ... 
And here in New York, the New Museum 
and Guggenheim would both really like to 
be pop. 

MG: I think there is something confu
sing about pop, and so in a way it cannot 
become an institution. The exhibition "Pop 
Life" at the Tate is an interesting example, 
because the museum was trying so hard to 
be pop. It even had Keith Haring's shop-

JF: The exhibition resorted there to a 
strategy of re-staging, which raises the 
question of what it would be to re-stage 
Pop, and thereby risk losing the immediacy 
you've pointed to ... 

JM: I have an anecdote about trying to 
buy something from Keith Haring's Pop 
Shop. I needed something for a piece I 
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was working on. First I looked online-
you know, the Pop Shop had become this 
online operation-but they had some very 
complex credit card processing thing that 
ultimately didn't work for me, so I just gave 
up on it. But then a week or two later, I was 
in a Duane Reade drug store and they had a 
rack full of Keith Haring baby bibs for $3 a 
piece. That's what I ended up getting. 

JF: So maybe there are still public spaces 
where we can find Pop. 

JM: I paid the ticket price, so to speak. I 
was the audience! 

BF: Early on, we said public space had been 
commercialized and taken over by other 
interests, although historically, it's meant 
be free-a place where people can come 
together and be there without paying. 

JF: I like Claude Lefort's description of pu
blic space, "the image of an empty place," 
and I think it might speak to the feeling of 
the absence of public space right now',There 
appears to be no more "empty place" left to 
us. Everything is saturated by infor,nation, 
images, products. 

BF: Yes-historically, the public place was 
the space of the farmers market. Whenever 
the farmers market wasn't happening, it 
became the public space. 

JM: There's also Negri and Hardt's idea of 
the commons and the multitude. They're 
trying to reclaim public space for the mul
titude, as opposed to masses. 

JF: I think that goes back to Pop's long
standing reaction to the stigmatization of 
the masses, and perhaps that means that 
Negri and Hardt's concept of the multitude 
is not so far from pop culture, insofar as 
both are defending the idea of a creative 
individual-or consumed-who, as Massi
miliano pointed out, is constantly customi
zing her experiences and interactions. 

MG: I think the commercial aspect is 
intimately connected to Pop. I mentioned 
the art fair earlier. We seem to assume 
that Pop is somehow about technology, but 
it's also about commodities, and therefo
re about spending money, or wanting to 
spend money. 

JM: Absolutely, and part of this is a que
stion of global demographics. Whereas I 
think of Richard Hamilton's definition of 
Pop as "young, sexy, and gimmicky," in 
many Western industrialized countries, the 

population is graying. What kind of pop 
culture do you have when young people 
are in the vast minority, when you have a 
country of senior citizens? That seems to be 
a very un-sexy scenario. 

BF: So people are now researching how to 
make popular culture for the retired. It's a 
huge market. .. 

JM: Geriatric Pop! 

POSTSCRIPT (BORIS GROYS): 
Pop art was a reaction to the mass culture 
of the postwar period-an attempt to create 
a framework for comparison between mass 
cultural images and the high art tradition 
of the past. I do not believe that such an 
attempt can be repeated because it seems 
to me that mass culture has disappeared, 
having been dissolved by the Internet. 
Contemporary culture is fragmented, and 
every fragment of this culture is equally 
globalized. There are worldwide communi
ties of lovers of Zen Buddhism, hard rock, 
anthropophagy, and contemporary art. But 
these communities do not build any masses, 
and attitudes and images that capture or 
create masses do not exist anymore. At the 
same time, the cultural hierarchy among 
different global virtual communities of this 
type also does not exist-and such hierarchy 
is necessary for the functioning of Pop art. 
Every hierarchy is based on the difference 
in the possibilities for access. But today, 
everything is accessible (in symbolic, not 
monetary terms) to everybody. 
On the other hand, Pop art can be seen as a 
kind of realism. Now, the return of and to 
realism is always possible-and, to a certain 
extent, has even happened today. Contem
porary interest in the documentary as genre 
is proof of that. 0 
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